10:00-10:10 Welcome - Colleen Kirkham & David Chan

10:10-11:45 Show me the goods!: New Programming from the OSCAR v12.1 Release: - Jay Gallagher, Peter Hutten-Czapski
This workshop shows all the new features of Oscar 12_1, including installing Oscar in 15 minutes or less by deb package, the amazing Rich Text Letter writer now can allow correspondence to be finger signed and faxed directly from Oscar, the case view (who are the stragglers in your practice who have not been in recently.... but should?), inbox (slick slicker, and yeah I have already seen that result....its no longer stared ), new Forms including the New Antenatal form with BORN export, new eForm functionality and how this enhances workflow. Bring your questions the Oscar Jedi Masters will reveal all!

11:45-12:00 OSCAR Security: a few tips and reminders-Patti Rodger-Kirkpatrick

12:00 -12:15 Using OSCAR to facilitate Evidence Based Practice-a discussion -Cam Ross

12:15-1:45 LUNCH (networking)

1:45-2:15 OSCAR Canada Users' Society AGM
1. Review of financial statement & OCUS Annual General Report-Colleen Kirkham, David Chan, Karen Cunningham
2. Voting in board of directors
3. OSCAR Awards-Earl Wertheimer, Patti Rodger-Kirkpatrick
4. Counting OSCAR users

2:15-3:45 Cool OSCAR tools: Cam Ross, Gunther Klein, David Chan, Peter Hutten-Czapski
Seasoned OSCAR users will demo their favourite OSCAR tools: End of life Care Plan, Stopp/Start, Therapeutic Drug Monitoring, SIMARD MD, Personal Health Risk Assessment, Mental Health Tool Kit, CKD advisor, COPD Advisor, Rich text editor, Framingham risk tool, UKPDS calculator, Ont Drivers Physical eform, and more.....

3:30-4:00 Break

4:00-4:30 Building eforms-using the eform generator -Peter HC, Gunther, Earl Wertheimer

4:30-5:15 OSCAR Integration and why you might want to use it: Tomislav Svoboda
This session will explore functionality related to integrating multi-disciplinary and multi-clinic/agency care through the OSCAR integrator and making such functionality more readily available to all OSCAR users.

5:15-5:30 Wrap up and evaluation